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Abstract: Laser photobiomodulation and photodynamic therapy are new methods for bacteria elimination. The use of low-level laser
therapy (LLLT), especially in a combination with a photosensitizer, leads to increase of the ATP production, improvement of the oxyreduction potential of the cells, as well as bacteriolysis. Neither the dye itself, nor the laseer is capable of reducing the number of
bacteria as much as their combination. The advantages of these methods, compared to the use of antiseptics or antibiotics, are their local
action, absence of systemic side effects and lack of need for maintaining high concentration of the dye.
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combination leads to singlet oxygen production, which has a
strong bactericidal effect. [18, 21]

1. Introduction
Surgical lasers (Nd:YAG, CO2, Er:YAG, diode) change
tissues now only by means of ablation, coagulation and
evaporation, but also by stimulating the natural healing
processes in cells. Other lasers and laser-emitting diodes
(LED), applied with lower power than the surgical ones, also
play the role of “biostimulators”.
Photobiomodulation
Such kind of therapy is known as “low level laser therapy”
(“LLLT”), as well as “cold”, “therapeutic” or “soft” laser
therapy, although “LED” changes the suggested
nomenclature. The most exact term nowadays is
“photobiomodulation” (“PBM”), as it best describes the
process and includes the operational principles of all
therapeutic light devices. [7]
The advantage of the therapeutic laser light is that it
stimulates the natural biological processes and affects
mainly cells with low level of oxy-reduction processes.
Their pH is acidic, but they become more alkaline after the
laser irradiation and are able to function optimally. Healthy
cells cannot increase significantly their oxy-reduction
potential, therefore they do not react notably to the laser
energy; whereas cells in a low oxy-reduction potential will
be stimulated. [2, 23]
The most significant effect is the increase of ATP, “the
cells’ fuel”, produced in the mitochondria. [3] ATP is the
final product of the Krebs cycle, and the photon-accepting
enzyme cytochrome c oxidase is inhibited by nitrogen oxide
(NO). Laser light will dissolve the bonding between NO and
cytochrome c oxidase, allowing it to recover ATP
production. [11] This basic mechanism initiates a cascade of
cell signals, leading to optimizing cell functions.

Photoactivated disinfection (PAD) is a method which has
been already used in treating periodontal sockets, deep
carious lesions and infected root canals. [4, 22] As far a
prosthetic dentistry is concerned, it can be applied for
impressions disinfection or treating decubitus ulcer caused
by improper fitting and imprecise adjustment of dentures.
[18, 19, 21]
Laser has to work within the absorption wavelength of the
dye used. The chosen dye is applied and left to diffuse for a
few minutes; after that laser irradiation is applied. [20, 21]
Photodynamic Therapy
Aphthous ulcers treatment time can be shortened and the
pain – reduced immediately, after applying 4 to 6 J per
lesion and 4 J to the submandibular lymph nodes on the
affected side. [1, 2, 13, 20, 27] Patients, prone to aphthous
ulcers formation have to avoid toothpastes, containing
sodium lauryl sulfate, which can cause their reoccurrence.
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) can be applied in periodontal
treatment in addition to the mechanical causal therapy. [15]
“Cold” (low-level) laser, or a traditional laser with
wavelength, absorbed by the dye, is used (e.g. diode or
Nd:YAG). [6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14] The photosensitizer is applied
in the sulcus as a subgingival irrigant. The wavelength of the
laser is absorbed by the dye and reacts with it, destroying the
membranes of the bacterial cells. The light energy activates
the photosensitizer, reacts with the intracellular oxygen and
destroys bacteria via lipid peroxidation and membrane lysis.
[13] PAD using a photosensitize indocyanine green
(EmunDo) and a diode laser is shown on Figure 1 and
Figure 2.

Photoactivated Disinfection
There is an increasing interest in combining different dyes
with therapeutic lasers. [5, 16, 17] Neither the dyes, nor the
lasers themselves used separately affect bacteria, but their
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Figure 1: Indocyanine green dye (EmunDo) application in
the gingival sulcus.

Figure 2: Laser activation of the photoinitiator using a diode
laser (F.O.X. Lasers)

Conclusion
The advantages of PAD, compared to the traditional
antimicrobial agents, are that it ensures faster bacteria
destruction, without the need of maintain high
concentrations of the photosensitizer in the infected area, as
when using antiseptics and antibiotics. PAD affects the
microorganisms locally, whereas the systemic medicines
influence the whole organism. Moreover, PAD does not
affect or change the adjacent periodontal or periapical
tissues, even when high concentration of the dye and the
laser energy is used.
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